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Lessons 8–11
Erosion

Prepare
These lessons build on knowledge that wind and water can change the shape of the land and that 
some events occur very quickly while others occur so slowly humans cannot observe them. In Lesson 8, 
students create landscapes in stream tables. In Lesson 9, students use their prior knowledge about wind 
and water to investigate causes and effects of erosion by water, ice, wind, and gravity. In Lesson 10, 
students plan and conduct an investigation to study the effect of varying rates of erosion 
on a landscape and conclude that sometimes erosion is a quick process and sometimes it is a slow 
process. In Lesson 11, students apply their new knowledge of weathering and erosion to a different 
canyon in a Conceptual Checkpoint and answer the Concept 2 Focus Question: How are Earth’s rock 
layers uncovered?

Student Learning

Knowledge Statement
The process of erosion causes changes in landscapes at varying rates.

Concept 2: Weathering  
and Erosion
Focus Question

How are Earth’s rock layers uncovered?

Phenomenon Question

Where does all the weathered rock go?
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Objectives
 ▪ Lesson 8: Prepare a stream table landscape for investigation.

 ▪ Lesson 9: Investigate how sediment is moved.

 ▪ Lesson 10: Investigate rates of erosion.

 ▪ Lesson 11: Explain how rocks in the Grand Canyon have been changed by weathering and moved 
by erosion.

Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills Addressed

4.2A Plan and implement descriptive investigations, including asking well defined questions, 
making inferences, and selecting and using appropriate equipment or technology 
to answer his/her questions. (Introduced)

4.2D Analyze data and interpret patterns to construct reasonable explanations from data 
that can be observed and measured. (Addressed)

4.2E Perform repeated investigations to increase the reliability of results. (Introduced)

4.2F  Communicate valid oral and written results supported by data. (Introduced)

4.3B Represent the natural world using models such as the water cycle and stream tables 
and identify their limitations, including accuracy and size. (Addressed) 

4.7B Observe and identify slow changes to Earth’s surface caused by weathering, erosion, and 
deposition from water, wind, and ice. (Addressed)

English Language Proficiency Standards Addressed

2E Use visual, contextual, and linguistic support to enhance and confirm understanding 
of increasingly complex and elaborated spoken language.

5A Learn relationships between sounds and letters of the English language to represent 
sounds when writing in English.

5C Spell familiar English words with increasing accuracy, and employ English spelling patterns 
and rules with increasing accuracy as more English is acquired.
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Materials

Lesson 8 Lesson 9 Lesson 10 Lesson 11

Student Science Logbook (Lesson 8 Activity Guide) ●

Prepare Stream Table Landscape (1 per group): 1 clear plastic bin (20” × 12” × 6” 
or larger) with 1 hole, 1 rubber stopper, 8 cups of soil, 2 cups of sand, 1 9-ounce clear 
plastic cup, optional other natural materials (e.g., leaves, grass, pebbles, sticks)

●

Science Logbook (Lesson 9 Activity Guides A and B) ●

Wind Investigation (1 per group): 1 stream table from Lesson 8, 1 straw (per student), 
safety goggles (per student), 2 cups of pebbles, 2 cups of large rocks, 1 quart-sized 
bag of grass, 1 bucket (or other plastic container large enough to catch debris and 
water runoff)

●

Water Investigation (1 per group): 1 stream table from Lesson 8; 1 ice cube; 1 9-ounce 
plastic cup with 7 to 8 small holes; 1 9-ounce plastic cup with 1 hole; 1 hook and loop 
fastener; water; pebbles, rocks, grass, and bucket (or other plastic container) from 
Wind Investigation

●

Gravity Investigation (1 per group): printed copy of Gravity Investigation Photographs 
(Lesson 9 Resource)

●

Science Logbook (Lesson 10 Activity Guide) ●

Rate of Erosion Investigation (1 per group; materials will vary but may include the 
following): 1 stream table from Lesson 8; 1 9-ounce clear plastic cup with 1 hole; 
1 9-ounce clear plastic cup with 2 holes; 1 9-ounce clear plastic cup with 3 holes; 
1 hook and loop fastener; water; pebbles, rocks, grass, and bucket (or other plastic 
container) from Lesson 9

●

Science Logbook (Lesson 11 Activity Guides A and B) ●
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Lesson 8 Lesson 9 Lesson 10 Lesson 11
Teacher Present-Day Grand Canyon Figure 4 (Lesson 1 Resource D) ●

Drill, drill bit (size depends on rubber stopper diameter) ●

Driving question board ● ● ●

Colorado River Map and Photographs (Lesson 11 Resource A) ●

Anchor chart, anchor model ●

Conceptual Checkpoint Photographs (Lesson 11 Resource B) ●

Preparation Create stream table bins by drilling one hole in one corner of each plastic bin. The 
diameter of the hole depends on the rubber stopper diameter. The rubber stopper 
should fit snugly in the hole, preventing water flow.

●

Prepare materials for investigations and determine how students will retrieve 
materials. Either line up all materials by item on a counter for students to access when 
needed or gather each group’s set of materials beforehand.

● ● ●

Create cups with 1, 2, and 3 holes for Rate of Erosion Investigation. ●
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Lesson 8
Objective: Prepare a stream table landscape for investigation.

Launch  5 minutes 

Display the photograph of Deer Creek Falls (Figure 4 from Lesson 1  
Resource D). Ask students to review their ideas from Lesson 7 about  
the holes in the rock wall.

 ► If weathering forms the holes in the rock wall, where does all  
the weathered rock go?

 ▪ Maybe the weathered rock from the wall turns into sand.  
There's sand at the bottom of the waterfall. 

 ▪ There are boulders and rocks in the river at the bottom of the 
waterfall. I think they used to be part of the rock wall. 

 ▪ Maybe the waterfall and the river move it somewhere else. 

Tell students they will have an opportunity to refine their ideas about this topic as they investigate the 
Phenomenon Question Where does all the weathered rock go? over the next few lessons.

English Language Development
The words weather  (verb) and weathering  (noun) are used repeatedly in this module. Introduce 
these terms explicitly (2E).

Agenda
Launch (5 minutes)

Learn (35 minutes)

 ▪ Prepare Stream Table Landscape 
(25 minutes)

 ▪ Clean Up Work Area (10 minutes)

Land (5 minutes)
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 ►How can we investigate in our classroom to find out where weathered rock goes?

 ▪ We can go outside and see what the land around our school looks like. 

 ▪ We can try to create a model in class and do some tests to see what happens. 

 ▪ We can use things from outside like dirt and rocks and try to model the Grand Canyon. 

Remind students that they can use models to represent anything too big (or too small) to investigate 
in class.  Explain that students will build a stream table to investigate the Phenomenon Question.

Learn  35 minutes 

Prepare Stream Table Landscape  25 minutes 

Show students the materials available to build their stream table models.

 ►How could we use the materials we have available to build a model to help us investigate what 
happens to weathered rock in the Grand Canyon?

 ▪ We could make the soil slope down on both sides like it does in the Grand Canyon. 

 ▪ Sand and pebbles look just like the weathered rock in the waterfall picture. 

 ▪ We could use water to model the river. 

Divide students into groups and distribute materials to each group. Tell students to follow the 
instructions in their Science Logbooks (Lesson 8 Activity Guide) to construct their stream table 
landscape.  

Circulate to monitor group activity and landscape creation. Make sure that students use materials 
appropriately (in the specified order and amount). As groups work, remind them that their landscapes 
must be sloped like a hillside to improve water flow and that the drain hole must be on the opposite 
side (i.e., downstream) from where they build the landscape. Students can include additional natural 
materials (e.g., leaves, grass, pebbles, sticks) in their landscapes if the materials are available. 

English Language Development
The words model, represent, and map  
are used frequently throughout this 
module. Share the Spanish cognates for 
model  (modelar), represent  (representar ), 
and map  (mapa ) to provide additional 
support for English learners. 

Differentiation
If students have difficulty with fine 
motor skills, assign group roles so that 
these students can be included in the 
construction of the landscape but not 
in tasks that require fine motor skills. 
For example, they could mix materials 
instead of measure and pour.

Teacher Note
Provide gloves for students who have 
allergies to any of the materials (e.g., 
grass, soil) or tactile sensitivities.

Teacher Note
These optional natural materials can 
be bought from an online vendor 
or garden center, or they can be sourced 
locally. For example, students can bring 
the materials from home or collect the 
materials outside around the school.
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Clean Up Work Area  10 minutes 

Instruct students to clean up their work areas. Have students carefully store their stream tables  
on a flat surface where they will not be disturbed until the next class.

Soil and other materials should be placed back into their original containers or be carried outside. 
Ensure students do not put any of the materials down sink drains. Monitor cleanup, and then ensure all 
students wash their hands with soap and water.

Land  5 minutes 

As a class, discuss what the landscapes they built in their stream tables represent.

 ►What do our models represent?

 ▪ I think it is like the side of a hill. 

 ▪ It looks like the land around a drainage ditch. 

 ▪ This looks like the land at the bottom of the Grand Canyon. 

 ▪ This could be the land near the river that runs through the Grand Canyon. 

 ►What do the soil, sand, and (if applicable) pebbles in our models represent?

 ▪ There were different-sized rocks in the Grand Canyon picture, so they could represent 
weathered rock from the Grand Canyon. 

 ►What do the leaves, grass, and/or sticks (if applicable) in our models represent?

 ▪ Maybe plants around the Grand Canyon 

 ►How could we use our models to explore the Grand Canyon's formation?

 ▪ We know that air and water can break rock, but we want to see where the weathered  
rock goes. 

 ▪ We could pour water on our model to see what happens. Or maybe we could blow on the model 
with a big gust of air. 
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In the next few lessons, students will use their stream tables to investigate the Phenomenon Question 
Where does all the weathered rock go?

Check for Understanding
As students discuss the landscapes they built in the stream tables, ensure they understand that they 
are modeling features in a system.

Evidence

Look for evidence that all students
 ▪ understand that the soil, sand, and (if applicable) pebbles represent different sizes of  

weathered rock;
 ▪ understand that leaves, grass, and sticks (if applicable) represent plants and other debris that would 

occur naturally within a landscape;
 ▪ connect the slope in the landscape to land features around canyons; and
 ▪ understand that the landscape is a system, where each component affects the stability and 

function of the entire system.

Next Steps

If students do not make these connections, discuss the terms model , landscape , and system  in small 
groups or with individual students.
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